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At HoneyKist we are more than just a business…we are a Family!  The strength of the beehive is 
directly related to the “Brood strength” (number of young worker bees); which in turn is directly 
related to the quantity and quality of the honey produced.  The stronger the hive (Family) the more 
it thrives and the greater the production.  From the beginning we have passionately believed that 
the stronger the family ties and bonds, the more the entire family/community and the business 
thrives and the greater the results! 

 

Established in 2010, HoneyKist Apiaries (HKA) Limited is a Jamaican born family-owned and community oriented business 
that grew from a cottage-industry enterprise and developed based on a belief that the purest and healthiest foods are those 
which have been provided by Nature.  From this vision emerged a true passion and desire to create premium, innovative, all 
natural Jamaican products that are not only good, but also good for you!  It is about once again bringing that pure natural 
goodness and flavour to our tables, whilst restoring and maintaining our harmony with nature, the surrounding community 
and its environment.   
 

This is reflected in not only how we set-up and manage our apiaries, handle our bees, and reap our honey; but also, in how 
we process our products.  We work with and within the community to ensure the quality and freshness of the local fruits, 
vegetables and spices we incorporate in our products; as well as to support the community’s growth and development.   
 

HoneyKist has four apiaries (approx. 200 hives) located in the sun-drenched countryside of Jamaica - from the flourishing low 
grounds of Clarendon and St. Elizabeth to the cool blossoming hillside of Manchester.  However, at times we also purchase 
some of our raw honey from our local bee farmers as well.  The natural lush beauty and warm climate are the key ingredients 
in our superior pure raw Jamaican honey.  Our finest quality, 100% Jamaican honey is harvested at the peak of maturity; and 
in order to guarantee our quality, we ensure our farmers share our beliefs and passion as well.  Therefore, our honey is 
selected only from those hives which are strong and flourishing ensuring that our bees remain healthy and every drop of 
honey harvested is of the highest standard.  Every batch is tested for purity and moisture content and never blended or 
diluted in any way.  All natural, no artificial flavours or additives: our natural honey products are never treated or processed 
in any way that would affect or disrupt the balance of their natural nutrients. 
 

The Jamaican countryside and its local farmers is also the source of the other natural ingredients used in our value-added 
honey products.  It is from its bounty that we gather our raw materials and combine them to make one of the most unique 
and premium quality products – our Honey Fusions which is a clear “Artisan Flavoured Honey”.  
 

With a base of 100% pure, natural raw Jamaican “Wild Flower” honey; our Honey Fusions are infused with just 
a “chups” (small kiss) of our unique JAMAICAN fruits, vegetables and spices.  They are currently available in five 
distinctive and different flavours: Ginger, Lime, Jamaican Blue Mountain Coffee, Pimento/Allspice, and 
Habanero/Scotch Bonnet Pepper.   
 

With Honey Fusions anyone can cook like a gourmet chef!  Using our flavoured honey is simple and does not 
require long hours of prep time in order to “gourmetize” you dishes. Just add before or after you have 
prepared your entrée; mix into your salad dressings; or drizzle on your appetizers.  Available in 145g (5oz) and 
250g (9oz) bottles, HoneyKist Artisan Flavoured Honeys add that extra special something to all foods.   
 

So what are you waiting for - EMBRACE A LIFE FULL OF FLAVA!  Honey is not just for Tea anymore!  Sweeten your favourite 
cocktail, lemonade and other beverage; Drizzle it on fruit and cheese; or Dip a biscotti or cracker; Pour it on your toast, 
pancakes and waffles; Spice up your best chicken, seafood, pork and vegetable recipes; Baste your ham, turkey and duck; Add 
zest to your salads; Zing to your barbeque and grill; and Zip to your yogurt, ice cream or other desserts.  Everything tastes 
better when you add Honey Fusion Flavoured Honey!  
 

Following in the tradition of other high quality Jamaican brands: our Honey Fusion Flavoured Honeys are all natural; healthy; 
convenient; versatile; unique; affordable and full of unprecedented aroma and flavour!  

 
From “Bee to Bottle”, our passion is evident.  We take care to ensure our product is always a 
distinctive rich, smooth golden honey product that is pleasing to the eyes, nose and palette.  This 
passion of ours has resulted in a premium product that is Simply…Honey, Simply…Jamaican and 
Simply…the Best! 

PASSION – “FROM BEE TO BOTTLE” 


